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Abstract

Foundational concepts of trait spaces, including phenotypic plasticity and function of traits, should

be expanded and better integrated with ecological theory. This article addresses two areas where

plasticity theory can become further integrated with ecological, evolutionary, and developmental

thinking. First is the idea that not only trait means within environments and plasticity of trait means

across environments is optimized by selection, but that the entire shape of phenotype distributions

such as variance or skew should be optimized within and across environments. In order for trait

distribution shape to evolve into adaptations, there must be a genetic basis for and selection upon

variation in distribution shapes and their plasticities. I present published and new data

demonstrating genetic control and selection for higher moments of phenotype distributions;

though, plasticity in these values has not yet been tested. Genetic control of phenotype distribution

moments is shown for Neurospora crassa ascospore size and shape. Selection on trait distribution

moments is shown for Eurosta solidaginis gall size. Second, there is a tradition in modeling plasti-

city as an adaptive strategy that pits it as an alternative to ecological specialization or generaliza-

tion. However, these strategies need not be considered alternatives. Rather, with environmental

fluctuation within generations plasticity may produce additive or non-additive intermediate (gener-

alist) phenotypes, or something new altogether. I present published and new data on the snail

Physa virgata and fish Gambusia affinis that show plasticity produces partly intermediate (general-

ist) and partly unique phenotypic elements in mixed and fluctuating environments. Plasticity can

thus be viewed in the context of a broader trait space and as having broader ecological roles than

currently is conceived.

Key words: genetics of trait distributions, multi-moment reaction norms, non-additive plasticity, off-plane phenotypes, probabilistic

optimization, selection on trait distributions, specialists and generalists.

In the past century biologists made great advances in understanding

phenotypic evolution. The Neo-Darwinian Synthesis (hereafter

“Synthesis”) of the 1930s united our understanding of simple trait

genetics and selection (Provine 1971). The role of phenotypic plasti-

city (hereafter “plasticity”) in adaptation was conceptually inte-

grated at the time and in subsequent decades (Wright 1931;

Schmalhausen 1949; Dobzhansky 1951; Waddington 1957; Levins

1968). However, empirical research on plasticity did not gain

momentum until the 1980s. The 1980s introduced rigorous concep-

tual frameworks and methods to measure multivariate selection and

genetic covariance (Lande 1979; Lande and Arnold 1983) that were

soon extended to include plasticity (Via and Lande 1985). So the

1980s began an exponential increase in theoretical and empirical

work on plasticity that continues to date (DeWitt and Scheiner

2004; Kelly et al. 2012; Forsman 2015). Scharloo (1989; echoed

also by Stearns 1989) famously declared the culminating influences
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and empirical explosion of the 1980s as a “Renaissance of the

Phenotype”.

The Synthesis and the quantitative tools for measuring multivari-

ate selection and genetics, and much of the modeling of plasticity

derived from the bell curve of DeMoivre (reviewed by Pearson

1924) as adapted for biometry and evolutionary thought by

Quételet and Galton (Eiseley 1961; Ruse 2008) and later by the

architects of the Synthesis (Provine 1971) and the “Chicago School”

of evolutionary genetics (Brodie et al. 1995). These positive influ-

ences of the bell curve are described below. Also described are ways

bell-curve thinking has been misleading, especially through the con-

ceptual over-emphasis on central tendency, relegation of variance to

statistical accounting and lack of consideration of the distributional

properties of variance. Additivity assumptions of parametric statis-

tical methods may also predispose us to mentally linearize reaction

norms (Murren et al. 2014) and to assume plasticity under fine-

grained environmental variance will produce additive intermediate

(generalist) phenotypes.

Beyond Trait Means

Parametric statistics emerged with the origins of evolutionary theory

(reviewed by Provine 1971). Thus, bell curves have always played

an important role in our thinking and practice in studies of pheno-

typic evolution. Our mental movie of evolution is a bell-shaped trait

distribution for a population that changes location due to selection

and drift (Lush 1937; Grant and Grant 2002; Futuyma 2013). At a

reductionist level, average effects of alleles and breeding values of

individuals are assumed to coalesce in a comprehensive central-limit

schema wherein genotypes and populations under the laws of

summed complexity produce “normal” phenotype distributions

(Laplace 1812, Wright 1935b; Falconer and Mackay 1996).

Variance around genotypic values is of concern mainly for statistical

book-keeping by defining genetic variance relative to noise, leading

to the sine qua non of trait evolution (Lush 1937; Lande and Arnold

1983):

Dz ¼ h2 � s � DZ ¼ G � b:

Directional trait evolution is equal to the strength of selection

weighted and partitioned by additive genetic variances. Further gird-

ing our bell-centric canons, parametric linear models are used to cal-

culate both the genetic co-variances and the selection gradients

(Lande 1979). Such models assume that individual alleles and geno-

types confer homogeneous, symmetrical, and generationally unchan-

ging phenotypic variation (Falconer and Mackay 1996). In this

view, phenotypic variation is due to developmental noise (e.g., ran-

domly distributed micro-environmental effects; Waddington 1957;

Lewontin 1964) or deterministic shifts in trait means across environ-

ments. Developmental noise is thought to be evolvable (Waddington

1957; Gavrilets and Hastings 1994) but is generally regarded as a

matter of interest for canalizing (reducing) variance. There are only

two well-recognized exceptions to treating trait variance from geno-

types as more than unwanted developmental noise: plasticity and

bet hedging.

Plasticity is environment-dependent trait expression (Bradshaw

1965; DeWitt and Scheiner 2004). Plasticity presents as trait values

that are directionally influenced by environmental states (ecopheno-

typy; Ford 1964) or gradients (reaction norms sensu Woltereck

1909). The evolution of plasticity is treated like other traits by box-

ing our normal-curve dogmas into each environment separately so

that the evolution of plasticity is equivalent to the evolution of

alternative trait means in alternative environments (Via and Lande

1985; Scheiner and Lyman 1991). The adaptive value of phenotypic

plasticity is insuperable (the highest possible) barring any costs or

limits (Van Tienderen 1991; DeWitt et al. 1998; Van Buskirk and

Steiner 2009). Such “perfect plasticity” is often used as a straw man

to define maximum fitness and serve as a metric against which other

strategies are judged (e.g., Le�on 1993; DeWitt and Langerhans

2004). Although plasticity is often discussed as a strategy of pheno-

typic variance, it is deterministic in nature analogous to how sea-

sonal variation is systematic but still considered environmental

variance.

Bet hedging is about variance per se; it involves random devi-

ations from a mean (Cooper and Kaplan 1982; Seger and Brockman

1987). Bet hedging acts to increase geometric mean fitness when en-

vironments fluctuate among generations by ensuring that no matter

what environment presents, there is always a fraction of the distribu-

tion with non-trivial fitness (Dempster 1955; Gillespie 1973).

Although phenotypic variation is random in bet hedging, as in devel-

opmental noise, the variance is canalized to a specific degree by se-

lection and serves as an adaptation (Dempster 1955; Lewontin and

Cohen 1969; DeWitt and Langerhans 2004). Bet hedging may be

favored over plasticity if environmental fluctuation is inscrutable or

non-transducible into developmental regulators (Le�on 1993; DeWitt

and Langerhans 2004). Depending on the nature of fitness tradeoffs

across environments, bet hedging may also be favored over fixed

production of specific phenotypes. Such “if-then-or” thinking of

contrasting alternative strategies has been influential in developing

evolutionary theory. Typological thinking of this sort is useful for

defining extremes, but may limit our ability to see the nature and im-

portance of alternatives and combinations. Below, I recount and ex-

pand arguments made previously for a broader view of trait spaces

(DeWitt and Yoshimura 1998; DeWitt and Langerhans 2004).

Extended trait space
Many statistical, typological, and traditional assumptions regarding

trait evolution lead to conceptual errors and practical inaccuracies

(Mountford 1968; Yoshimura and Shields 1992, 1995; DeWitt

1997; Kosciuch & Langerhans 2004). Inclusion of nontraditional

trait thinking can resolve errors and reveal new and counter-

dogmatic phenomena. For example, DeWitt and Yoshimura (1998)

found the value of a trait that evolves is influenced by trait-

independent variation in fitness shared for all organisms regardless

of genotype. It would seem an inviolable deduction from normal-

centric evolutionary dogma that evolution should be immune to

trait-independent fitness. Such new insights regarding trait evolution

require consideration of the shape of trait distributions.

A trait distribution is the probability density function, PDF, of

phenotypes developed by a genotype (e.g., Wright 1935b). One can

think of the PDF in two near-equivalent ways: 1) as the probabilities

of phenotypic outcomes from a single instance of development or 2)

as a realized frequency distribution of phenotypes from multiple in-

stances of development. The first is relevant for species producing

only a small number of offspring at a time. The second is relevant

for species producing a multitude of offspring at once. Either way, a

genotype does not code for a trait per se but rather it codes for po-

tential trait values that are more or less canalized against directional

and random environmental or epistatic perturbations. If canaliza-

tion is more stringent for higher or lower values of the trait, then the

resulting PDF will be asymmetric. Depending on the stringency of

canalization near the mode, the PDF could be excessively peaked or

platykurtic. Thus, the fitness expectation for a genotype should not
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be derived merely from the expected mean, but should take into ac-

count the amount and nature of other aspects of phenotypic vari-

ation. A common method of describing distribution shape and the

one used here is Pearson’s method of moments (Sokal and Rohlf

1995). Algebraic interdependencies of these values make them less

than ideal for continued use in the future but these parameters are

extremely well known and therefore have established intuitive value

that compensates the algebraic problem.

Despite the assumption of trait distributions being bell curves, as

discussed above, exceptions commonly occur. In practice, we re-

conform asymmetric or otherwise inhomogeneous (e.g., heterosce-

dastic) trait clouds by mathematical transformations, for example to

estimate phenotypic or genetic co-variances or selection. Such trans-

formation is reasonable to preserve the analytic utility of parametric

statistical tools. Metric traits are a good example. The typical log-

normal distribution of metric traits largely relates to the physics of

growth, but there is also a nontrivial possibility that the distribu-

tional properties are influenced by specific genetic and developmen-

tal controls, nonlinear environmental effects, and their interactions.

Perhaps these genetic and developmental controls can be shaped by

selection assuming there is an advantage realized in a given PDF

shape over others. For example, it may be that asymmetric fitness

functions select for asymmetric PDFs (DeWitt and Yoshimura

1998). If both PDFs and fitness functions were bell curves, there

would be little theoretical interest beyond calculating the march of

the phenotypic bell curve’s single mode to rest at the environment’s

optimum. Just as PDFs may take on many shapes, environments also

impose complex fitness function shapes (Brodie et al. 1995). Thus to

accurately calculate genotypic fitness, one must take into account

both phenotype distributions and fitness function shape (e.g.,

Lewontin 1964; Yoshimura and Shields 1987). In essence, PDF mo-

ments can be viewed as traits unto themselves (DeWitt and

Langerhans 2004).

Probabilistic Optimization

Fitness functions are the formulas that relate phenotypic values to

fitness expectations. Function shapes are generally well resolved

only centrally and remain unresolved near phenotypic extremes. In

practical terms, few organisms exist with phenotypes so extreme

that their fitness expectation is near zero, so the ends of fitness func-

tions are often indiscernible, a point noted by D’Arcy Thompson

and JBS Haldane (Lewontin 1964). Most fitness functions are pieces

of a whole fit with linear statistical models (Lande 1979):

wij zð Þ ¼ b0 þ z1 � b1 þ z2 � b2 þ . . . zn � bn;

where fitness, w, of genotype i in environment j depends on n trait

values and their respective partial co-variance with fitness, bn, for

each of n traits. A constant, b0, indicates baseline fitness of the

population and as such, is a demographic term linking ecology

(population numbers) to evolution (DeWitt and Langerhans 2003).

In theory, curvature can be fit by adding polynomial trait values to

the analysis and calculating partial fitness co-variances (i.e., by add-

ing a c term for every trait polynomial; Lande and Arnold 1983),

but this is not common in practice. In a few exceptional cases, copi-

ous sampling has resolved the entire shape of fitness functions (e.g.,

Roff 1981; Boyce and Perrins 1987; Weis et al. 1992). In well-

resolved cases, fitness functions assume many shapes that tend not

to resemble the linear or slightly quadratic fitness functions obtained

in most empirical studies (see Kingsolver et al. 2001) or the bell

curve assumed in many theoretical models beginning in the 1930s

(Wright 1935a; Lewontin 1964; Lynch and Gabriel 1987).

In Figure 1, an asymmetric fitness function based on stem gall

size in the fly Eurosta solidaginis is given (after Weis and Gorman

1990; Weis et al. 1992). Although Weis and colleagues estimated

their fitness function shapes with unimodal bell curves, there ap-

pears to be a second, smaller mode for small gall size in addition to

a larger mode in relatively high-fitness years (Weis et al. 1992). The

2-mode model also fits the biology of the system wherein large,

thick-walled galls are favored to avoid wasp parasitoids that must

penetrate the gall with their ovipositors, but small galls are favored

to avoid visual detection by woodpeckers that destroy galls to prey

on the fly larvae (references in Weis et al. 1992). There is also a pre-

cipitous drop around 30 mm that cannot be fit by a bell curve unless

a fitness threshold (sensu DeWitt and Yoshimura 1998) is invoked,

or some other adjustment is made which is the approach used here.

The full function definition is given in the Supplementary Files S1

and S2. Phenotype distributions are plotted in the same space as the

fitness function and each represents the PDF from a single genotype.

Genotypic fitness is calculated as the product of its phenotype distri-

bution and the fitness function:

ðb

a

wijðzÞ � PDF z; l;r; . . .ð Þ;

where a and b indicate bounds between which fitness is positive.

This approach to calculating fitness of genotype-specific phenotype

distributions is termed probabilistic optimization (Yoshimura and

Shields 1987). The tendency for the optimum distribution to have a

mean shifted away from the most precipitous drop in fitness has

been termed the cliff-edge effect (Boyce and Perrins 1987) and error-

constrained optimization (Crowley et al. 1990).

The optimal phenotype distribution in a single unchanging envir-

onment would have a mode approximately at the fitness function

peak with minimal, ideally zero, variance (Figure 1A). However,

phenotypic variance may be necessary to increase genotypic environ-

mental tolerance (Bull 1987; Lynch and Gabriel 1987) within gener-

ations, or for bet hedging to increase geometric mean fitness among

generations (Dempster 1955), or may be unavoidable (Waddington

1957), or costly to prevent (sensu phenotypic plasticity; DeWitt

et al. 1998; Auld et al. 2010). Also, if a locus determining the focal

trait has epistatic interactions with other loci, then species with gen-

etic recombination always have phenotypic variation around the

average effect of a given allele (Lewontin 1964; Falconer and

Mackay 1996). If phenotypic error is necessary, inevitable, or ener-

getically favored, it will impact evolution. For example, in

Figure 1B, increased phenotypic variation shifts the optimal mean

leftward from the fitness peak and away from the cliff edge in an

“error”-constrained optimization. Finally, the optimal PDF may be

non-normal. Figure 1C demonstrates a situation where the optimal

PDF is skewed in the same direction as the fitness function, which

should obviate the need for the mean to be located away from the

“cliff” (see also DeWitt and Yoshimura 1998). The dependence

among distributional moments in determining joint optima is im-

portant to note not only to understand the full complexity of natural

systems, but also because estimating selection on only one moment,

such as the mean, can lead to mistakes. A detailed example of such

mistakes is presented below (see Selection on gall size distribution

moments in E. solidaginis).

Thus, to the extent PDF shapes are genetically based and selec-

tion favors integrated suites of PDF shape parameters, adaptation

may be considerably more complex than mean-centered thinking
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would suggest. If so, we may be able to better predict natural trait

distributions and their consequences by incorporating trait complex-

ity and nontraditional selection into our models. Because heritable

variation and selection for PDF shape is a foundational assumption

of this type of adaptation, I provide evidence for these two founda-

tional requirements below.

Genetics and Selection for Higher Moments of
Phenotype Distributions

For PDFs to evolve as adaptations there must be genetic variation

(heritability) for distribution moments. A small number of studies

have demonstrated heritability of trait variance (e.g., Scheiner et al.

1991) and even genetic co-variance between plasticity and develop-

mental instability (Tonsor et al. 2013). Whether the amount of pheno-

typic variance observed is merely an evolutionary constraint or has

been optimized by selection to any extent is unknown. To my know-

ledge, there are no published instances of heritability for higher mo-

ments such as kurtosis or skew. So I report below calculations on

moments of ascospore size and shape in the fungus Neurospora crassa

and selection for PDF moments of gall size in E. solidaginis.

Genetics of ascospore size and shape moments
In a study on heritability and genetic path models of ascospore size

and shape, N. crassa were sampled from a burned field in Louisiana

(DeWitt TJ, Ebbole DJ, and Wilkinson HH, unpublished data).

Eight genetically distinct strains, 4 of each mating type, were crossed

in factorial combination and allowed to produce asci on agarose gel

plates. Eight replicates of each cross were conducted, 4 in each com-

bination of gender role. The first strain plated served as the perithe-

cial (vegetative) parent and is termed the dam for present purposes.

The sire was the second strain plated. After asci were produced,

spores released were imaged from 4 locations in each plate.

Ascospores in these locations were counted and measured for area

and circularity using NIH Image (Rasband 2002). Trait distributions

were normalized in preparation for parametric statistical analysis

(Sokal and Rohlf 1995). Ascospore area was linearized by taking the

square root and normalized by taking the natural log. Ascospore cir-

cularity was arcsine-square-root transformed as this transformation

tends to best normalize distributions of ratio data. Visual inspection

aided by use of Kolmogorov–Smirnov–Lilliefors D (as implemented

in JMP Pro v.12.0.1; SAS Institute, Cary, NC) as a metric guide

were used to assure improved normality in preparation for paramet-

ric analysis. For each plate, ascospore trait distributional descriptors

(mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis) were calculated and analyzed

using a general linear model of the form:

z ¼ b0 þ group � b1 þ dam group½ � � b2 þ sire group½ � � b3

þ dam� sire group½ � � b4:

A random effects model partitioning variance components is not

presented here as it will appear in a more detailed analysis focused

on N. crassa biology. To generate P values for presentation, I calcu-

lated a fixed-effects model in JMP Pro (v.12.0.1; SAS Institute).

Significant values indicate genotype effects on distributional proper-

ties. Because interest in these parameters is theoretical, I also report

marginal values (i.e., 0.05<P<0.01). These effects are summarized

in Table 1.

As in plant and animal models, the sire effect (highlighted in

table) is most indicative of additive genetic effects on traits, and the

difference between dam and sire indicates maternal effects (Falconer

and Mackay 1996). Dam effects that depend on the sire could also

be of interest as they indicate epistasis and genotype-maternal effect

interactions. Significant sire effects were noted for ascus size and

shape means. Shape variance was marginally heritable (some geno-

types exhibit more variance than others), and skewness was herit-

able for ascus shape (some genotypes have more skewed

distributions than others). The significance for trait skew may be the

first demonstration that a moment beyond the second is genetically

based and therefore, is capable of being evolved. It is also important

to recognize that with multiple moments exhibiting heritability, evo-

lution would optimize the moments collectively as the fitness conse-

quences of any one moment could not be determined without

reference to the others. This point is fundamental to higher moment

thinking and is demonstrated below for gall size fitness.

Selection on gall size distribution moments in

E. solidaginis
Weis and Gorman (1990) raised 16 full-sib families of E. solidaginis

comprised of 135 F1 individuals and measured gall size produced by

individual F1 flies in a greenhouse. Data from that experiment were
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Figure 1. A fitness function (bold line) and multiple phenotype distributions (colored lines) indicating trait distribution or probabilities for specific genotypes.

(A) Genotypic trait expectations are distributed normally but have different variances. (B) Three genotypic trait expectations are normal distributions having dif-

ferent means. (C) Genotypic distributions have different skews. In each panel the optimal trait distribution (i.e., genotype) is drawn in blue, and asterisked, while

the next best is drawn red and the worst in magenta. The optimal genotype in this environment has minimal phenotypic variance. However, if variance is inevit-

able due to developmental noise or bethedging, optimal mean and skew are away from the most precipitous decline on the fitness function. This fitness function

was modeled on gall size selection in Eurosta solidaginis following Weis et al. (1992). Mathematical definitions and fitness calculations are given in

Supplementary Files S1 (MathCAD v. 6.0 file) and S2 (jpeg image of formulae and values).
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provided by AE Weis. Using these data, I calculated family means,

variances, and skewnesses. Individuals were assigned fitnesses from

the function modeled in Weis and Gorman (1990). Selection gradi-

ents were then calculated considering contributions of the three mo-

ments in full factorial, main effects, and mean-only models. The full

factorial model was:

wi ¼ b0 þmean � b1 þ variance � b2 þ skewness � b3

þ two-way interactions½ �
þmean� variance� skewness � b7:

Results are given in Table 2. Significance of the interactions indi-

cates that fully understanding selection on any of the moments de-

pends on estimating all effects and interactions collectively. For

example, without testing interactions (see main effects model), sig-

nificance of the skewness main effect is not evident, despite selection

on skewness being 17% as strong as selection on the mean.

Significance of gall PDF variance is not evident as a main effect but

occurs in an interactive context, involving both a 2- and 3-way inter-

action: PDF variance is selected against at right skew, but selected

for with left skew. This is a pattern clearly predictable from

Figure 1. Collectively, moments higher than the mean and their

interactions, omitting nonsignificant effects, account for 73% as

much variation in fitness as the PDF mean. Also, selection on the

mean is underestimated by 6% without interactions (main-effects

model) and by 9% without considering any other moments (mean-

only model). Graphical output from the JMP Pro (v.12.0.1; SAS

Institute) interaction profiler make clear the nature of the 2-way

interaction effects (Figure 2). For example, selection for negative

(left) skew is most evident at higher values of the mean (see panel E)

and higher values for variance (see panel G). Right skew selects

against variance, and left skew selects for slightly elevated variance

(see panel I). All effects are sensible in light of Figure 1.

In the only instance in which it has ever been tested, all 4 mo-

ments subjected to selection gradient analysis were involved strongly

and collectively in a highly interactive manner to determine fitness.

Higher moments and their interaction accounted for nearly as much

fitness variation as the “genotypic” (i.e., mean) value. When the

higher moments were neglected, substantial error was made in the

estimate of selection on the genotypic values. So the summary point

is that we may be missing a lot from our understanding in evolution-

ary ecology by neglecting PDF and fitness function shapes.

Plasticity Beyond Trait Means

If we extend the multi-moment concept of adaptation to multiple

environments, it is easy to envision the importance of phenotypic

plasticity for not just trait means, but for higher PDF moments as

well (DeWitt and Langerhans 2004). For example, in an inscrutable

environment, greater phenotypic variance might be adaptive (for en-

vironmental tolerance or bet hedging) relative to that for a discern-

ible environment (DeWitt and Scheiner 2004). Consider the

jasmonic acid cue that triggers chemical defense against herbivores

in plants. The presence of jasmonic acid reliably indicates injury of

neighboring plants and hence a strong, imminent likelihood of

herbivore attack. Sensing the cue is a clear call to mobilize a costly

but adaptive systemic chemical defense (Baldwin 1998). However,

Table 1. Probabilities of getting by chance genetic and maternal effects as large as those observed in Neurospora crassa trait distributional

properties

Statistical Ascus size Ascus shape

Effect �x s2 g1 g2 �x s2 g1 g2

Group < 10�20 0.002 < 10�2 < 10�40 < 10�4 ns ns ns

Dam[group] � 10�41 < 10�13 < 10�3 ns < 10�30 � 10�3 < 10�3 ns

Sire[group] < 10�20 ns ns ns < 10�29 0.079 0.018 ns

Dam � sire[group] < 10�3 ns ns ns � 10�4 ns ns ns

Notes: Distribution moments are designated by their usual symbols: �x ¼mean, s2¼ variance, g1¼ skewness, g2¼ kurtosis. Probabilities (P values) by convention

are termed significant if<0.05, though marginal values (0.05<P< 0.1) are reported as being of relaxed interest for theoretical considerations. Degrees of freedom

for effects are 1, 6, 6, 18, and 88, respectively, for effects in the table and error. Shading highlights the sire effect for being most indicative of additive genetics.

Table 2. Selection gradients for genotypic gall size distribution moments in Eurosta solidaginis (data courtesy of Weis)

Effect on fitness Full model Relative

strengthc

Main effects only Mean only

ba Standard

error

tb P ba Standard

error

tb P ba Standard

error

tb P

Mean 0.0612 0.0042 14.59 < 10�6 1 0.0577 0.0046 12.65 � 10�6 0.0555 0.0038 14.43 �10�6

Variance �0.0002 0.0004 �0.46 0.659 0.03 0.0005 0.0005 1.01 0.342 — — — —

Skewness �0.0189 0.0074 �2.54 0.035 0.17 0.0017 0.0079 0.22 0.830 — — — —

Mean � variance 0.0001 0.0003 0.21 0.837 0.01 — — — — — — — —

Mean � skew �0.0085 0.0033 �2.57 0.033 0.18 — — — — — — — —

Variance � skew �0.0012 0.0006 �2.03 0.076d 0.14 — — — — — — — —

Mean � variance

� skew

�0.0007 0.0002 �3.55 0.007 0.24 — — — — — — — —

aUnstandardized partial selection gradients, bSingle degree of freedom effects tested with 8 error degrees of freedom, cRelative effect strengths calculated as ratios

of t statistics relative to the maximum. Such calculations are only sensible for effects such as those here with the same degrees of freedom, dThis effect is in the dir-

ection predicted by the fitness function shape, so it could be stipulated as a one tail test (i.e., P¼ 0.038). Shading indicates marginal or significant effects.
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absence of jasmonic acid may not provide as reliable information

about the near future of herbivory risk. In the absence of this cue,

herbivores still could appear at any moment, perhaps from down-

wind, but really from any direction if the herbivore is reasonably

mobile. So bet hedging may be more adaptive in one environment

than in others. Deeper consideration further suggests the profitabil-

ity of plasticity in other moments. For example, negative skew in a

jasmonic acid environment and positive skew in its absence could be

adaptive. For any given trait, assuming sufficient environmental

cues and genetic variation for plasticity exist, one could imagine the

evolution of any number of complex but integrated strategies

(DeWitt and Langerhans 2004).

Graphical examples of complex strategies are given in Figure 3.

Given the demonstrations herein regarding heritability of multiple

moments in a single environment and selection for multiple mo-

ments and their interactions, studies of the evolvability and func-

tional significance of multiple moment plasticity is an exciting

avenue for new research.

Ecological Roles and Trait Strategies

One intersection of ecological and evolutionary theory considers the

phenotypic strategies that evolve to facilitate functional ecological

roles (Levene 1953; Levins 1968; Le�on 1993). Phenotypes and the

ecological roles they facilitate evolve to use and hence fill niches—

opportunities in the space of resources that can be exploited to en-

hance fitness. Extreme or narrow areas of niche space often require

specialized phenotypes to exploit. Specialization while increasing

one aptitude, however, may hinder others. Alternative niches may

require other phenotypic specializations. Thus, multiple specialists

may evolve (Levene 1953, Haldane and Jayakar 1963). Or, where

the tradeoff between phenotypic demands of alternative niches is

weak, an all-purpose or generalized phenotype may evolve (Levene

1953; Levins 1962, 1963, 1968, 1979). Temporal environmental

variation, frequency-dependent selection, and activity choice deter-

mine which fixed type, specialists, or generalists, will prevail or co-

exist (reviewed by Wilson and Yoshimura 1994).

Plasticity, bet hedging, and strategies involving multivariate

traits or higher moments are difficult to label and contrast in the

specialist-generalist framework. To keep a tight narrative, I focus in

this section on plasticity of mean phenotypes, though I will consider

multiple environments and multivariate traits. Factors that favor

plasticity over either specialization or generalization are coarse-

grained (among-generation) environmental variation and lack of

major costs or limits (Le�on 1993; Van Tienderen 1991, 1997;

DeWitt 1998, DeWitt et al. 1998). Models typically posit coarse-

grained environmental variation and explore costs or limits (re-

viewed by Berrigan and Scheiner 2004). But reality enacts environ-

mental variation without consulting the generational span of

individual organisms. Environments are often stochastic and vary

on multiple temporal and spatial scales simultaneously. Thus organ-

isms, at odds with our practical typology, experience most environ-

mental variation as a mix of both within- and among-generational

Figure 3. Reaction norms for trait-mean strategies (generalization, specialization, and plasticity) with alternative levels of environment- or genotype-dependent

trait distributional properties. For intuitive value the environmental gradient is conceived as temperature and optimal phenotypes are given by asterisks (blue for

cold; red for warm). At left, a generalist produces relatively invariant and symmetrical distributions of intermediate phenotypes regardless of the environment,

but achieves only moderate fitness (proximity to optima) in either environment. In the middle panel, 2 alternative specialists producing disparate extreme mean

phenotypes have genotype-dependent, but environment-independent skew. At right, genotypes plastic for trait means are also plastic for trait distribution skew.

These reaction norms illustrate a subsample of phenotype space combining plasticity and multiple moments of phenotype distributions from given genotypes

(DeWitt and Langerhans 2004).

Figure 2. Visualizations of 2-way interactions of gall size distributional proper-

ties in E. solidaginis. Selection gradients are given for a column variable at

the maximum and minimum levels (blue and red lines, respectively) of the

row variable. (A) Similar lack of selection (i.e., flat gradients) for gall variance

at either high or low levels of gall mean. (B) Selection against right skew only

for distributions with a high mean. (C) The inverse consideration as illustrated

in panel A: Selection for higher gall means is similarly evident for distribu-

tions having either high or low variance. Further discussion of effects (D–F)

appears in the main text.
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variation (e.g., West-Eberhard 2003; Whitman and Agrawal 2009).

Only relatively recently has the typology frayed, with studies emerg-

ing that both focus on fine-grained (within generations) or even

extra-coarse grained (across multiple generations) environmental

variation. Noteworthy examples include studies by Engelmann and

Schlichting (2005) who examined several plant trait responses to

both within- and between-generational variance in water regime,

Relyea and colleagues who studied aquatic organism trait responses

to combinations of predators and temporal variation in predation

cues (Relyea 2004, Schoeppner and Relyea 2009, Hoverman and

Relyea 2015), and Sultan et al. (2009) and Walsh et al. (2015) who

showed that environmental signals in Polygonum and Daphnia, re-

spectively, can manifest trait changes generations into the future

without continued presence of cue. Obviously, organisms are re-

sponding to many scales of environmental variation.

Focusing on intra-generational environmental variation, let us

consider the standard battery of trait-mean contestants in Figure 3.

Generalists produce in each environment an intermediate phenotype

that enables adequate performance in multiple specialized niches

(panel A). Specialists produce in each environment extreme pheno-

types that adapt them to a specialized niche (panel B). Plastic strat-

egies produce nearly the extreme phenotypes demanded by each

specialized environment (panel C). Traditionally, the among-

generational component of environmental variation is expected to

favor plasticity and the within-generation component to favor gen-

eralists (citations as above). Yet, there has been little theoretical con-

sideration of what phenotype plastic strategists will produce in

environments with intra-generational environmental variation. The

simplest prediction is that development will experience a push-pull

toward alternative phenotypes resulting in an intermediate pheno-

type weighted by environmental frequency. In this view plastic de-

velopment can be seen as merely chasing a moving target (Auld J,

personal communication), in which case neither specialized opti-

mum may be obtained. Never-the-less, such an intermediate out-

come, neglecting other potential limits could be a superior strategy

to fixed specialization or generalization. It would be the only

strategy that could produce in an intra-generationally fluctuating en-

vironment a generalist phenotype and in inter-generationally fluctu-

ating conditions produce the appropriate specialized phenotype.

Therefore, plasticity may be an optimal means to produce generalist

phenotypes precisely when they are favored, but not when they are

disfavored. So what does reality have to say about this?

The last question is empirical. To answer it requires experimen-

tal results where the scale of environmental fluctuation varies,

ideally from extra-coarse among-generational to purely within-

generational fluctuation (e.g., works cited above). Most plasticity

studies employ a pure among-generation approach: organisms are

raised either in environment A or B. It would be an advance if plasti-

city studies increasingly include one or more levels of within-

generational fluctuation such as wholly mixed environments (i.e.,

presence of multiple environmental factors simultaneous), rapidly

rotating environments (e.g., daily alternations), or staged ontogen-

etic shifts (e.g., shifts at early or late intervals during development).

My own work has featured these elements and examples of pub-

lished and new data are given below.

1. Body shape in mosquitofish with multiple predators

For a project not yet completed, mosquitofish were collected

from the wild, and their offspring were raised either with blue-

gill, dragonfly larvae, both, or no predators. In combined preda-

tor treatments, the predators were used at half density relative to

the pure predator treatments following the experimental design

recommended in multiple predator studies in community ecol-

ogy (Soluk and Collins 1988; Sih et al. 1998). Body shape of

mosquitofish was measured with geometric morphometrics and

canonical axes calculated for the 4 treatments considering each

of the factorial predator combinations as a distinct environment.

Preliminary results for 86 fishes measured on rearing day 126

are given in Figure 4a, but are discussed below after the other 2

case studies are described.

Figure 4. Three views of phenotypic plasticity where environmental fluctuation at different temporal scales was included as a treatment. (A) Body shapes of mos-

quitofish reared with alternative predators, either bluegill sunfish or dragonfly larvae, or a combined predator treatment (DeWitt TJ, Bridge K, unpublished data).

(B) Body shapes of mosquitofish reared by feeding on the bottom; in midwater; and at the water surface. In a rotating treatment, each of the pure treatments was

presented on a daily alternating basis (Ruehl and DeWitt 2005). (C) Shell shapes of snails reared for 18 weeks in which rearing environment, either with predator

fish, F, or crayfish, C, was either changed or kept the same in each 6-week interval (Garza 2006). For example, CCF indicates that for the first two 6-week periods

snails were raised with crayfish, but in the remaining 6 weeks finished growth and development with fish. Asterisks between the control and pure-treatment cent-

roids indicate the phenotype expected under additive effects. In all three cases, A–C, the mixed environment, the daily rotation, and the longer-term ontogenetic

shift experiment, morphology was in large part intermediate on at least one major phenotypic axis. This suggests that plasticity can be a means to produce a

functionally generalist phenotype. However, there was also a component of non-intermediacy: morphology different in nature relative to the pure treatments.

Non-intermediacy suggests a non-additive phenomenon: something produced by plastic development that is unique. Axes are multivariate trait eigenvectors

(e.g., canonical axes) appropriate to the specific study as described in the text and previous publications.
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2. Body shape in mosquitofish with multiple feeding orientations

Ruehl and DeWitt (2005) raised 139 mosquitofish on diets pre-

sented in 4 orientation treatments: on the bottom, at the surface,

in midwater, and in a daily rotation of the pure treatments.

Details of the study appear in the publication. Results for overall

body shape presented as principle components of the treatment

least square means are given in Figure 4B.

3. Shell shape of snails with ontogenetic shifts in predatory

environment

Garza and DeWitt (Garza 2006; DeWitt TJ, Garza MI, and Sih

A, unpublished data) raised 308 snails Physella virgata with

predatory fish Lepomis microlophus or crayfish Procambarus

clarkii for 18 weeks. One-third of the snails were raised in the

same predator treatment the whole time, one-third were

switched to the opposite predator treatment at week 6, and one-

third were switched at week 12. So the treatments, stipulating

each sequential 6-week period by F and C for fish and crayfish,

respectively, were: CCC, CCF, CFF, FFF, FFC, and FCC. Body

shape was measured following previous work (DeWitt et al.

1999, 2000; Langerhans and DeWitt 2002; DeWitt and

Langerhans 2003). Results for shell shapes produced in the 6

treatments are given in Figure 4C.

Plasticity under intra-generational environmental

fluctuation
The first 2 experiments described in the last section had 3 pure- and

1 combined-environment treatment. If each pure treatment exerts a

different effect on development, the results form a triangular plane in

a multivariate trait space. The additive expectation for the combined

treatment is that its phenotype centroid falls in the middle of the tri-

angular plane. Such an intermediate phenotype would be the equiva-

lent of a generalist in classic functional morphology such as a

surfperch in Webb’s (1984) swimming performance triangle, in

which specialized cruising morphology is represented by tuna on one

apex, burst-swimming (acceleration) morphology is represented by

pike on another apex, and maneuvering morphology is represented

by a butterfly fish on the third apex. The surfperch has a balanced

compromise morphology intermediate between the extremes. For the

third intra-generational fluctuation experiment describe above, hav-

ing only 2 predator types was expected to create a single fundamental

axis of phenotypic variation wherein the ontogenetic shift treatments

would sit intermediately between the pure (no-switch) treatments. In

none of the 3 experiments described was the additive expectation

met (Figure 4). There are suggestions of intermediate phenotypes for

some of the major phenotypic axes (e.g., examine the horizontal axis

in Figure 4B). But in the full trait space, the intra-generational fluctu-

ating environment treatments were decidedly “off plane”.

Off-plane phenotypes under intra-generational environmental

fluctuation are an intriguing phenomenon. They may of course be

non-adaptive epiphenomena perhaps due to mechanical or gene-

regulatory conflicts between pure-environment developmental trajec-

tories (for possible examples see Weinig and Delph 2001; Engelmann

and Schlichting 2005; Hoverman and Relyea 2015). Perhaps mech-

anisms are at play much like those generating hybrid dysgenesis

(Ackermann et al. 2006). Most intriguing, however, is the potential

that off-plane (non-additive) phenotypes may be adaptations.

Dealing with simultaneous or fluctuating occurrence of multiple en-

vironmental factors presents deeper problems than just striking an

intermediate balance can fix. Perhaps a fluctuating environment de-

mands alternative phenotypic conformations that somehow enable

task switching or makes use of trait integration (sensu DeWitt et al.

1999). For example, in an environment with shell-crushing (fish)

predators, snails grow rotund shells that disperse crushing forces, but

in an environment with shell-entry (crayfish) predators, snails grow

elongate shells that restrict shell entry (DeWitt 1998; DeWitt et al.

2000). Other protections from predators involve size (large size is a

refuge from crayfish; Crowl and Covich 1990; DeWitt and

Langerhans 2003) and behavior (crawling out of water is a refuge

from crayfish; Alexander and Covich 1991; substratum hiding is a

refuge from fish; Turner 1996; DeWitt and Langerhans 2003). In a

combined predator treatment, we would normally expect intermedi-

ate morphology that would not serve prey well with either predator.

We might also expect intermediate behavior—but what is the inter-

mediate between substratum hiding and crawling out of the water?

In a combined predator environment, one potential strategy could

combine separate defenses: use trait A to defend against one predator

and trait B to defend against the other (DeWitt et al. 1999). Indeed,

such trait combinations do seem to occur in freshwater snails

(DeWitt et al. 1999; Rundle and Brönmark 2001) and other organ-

isms (e.g., Mikolajewski and Johansson 2004), though the extent to

which trait genesis is due to plasticity has not been investigated. So

there exists great potential that plasticity may not be simply the

“jack-of-all-trades” who approximate the specialist’s aptitudes; but

rather, plasticity may present extra opportunities to find new corners

in phenotype space that differ from simple intermediacy.

Beyond specialization and generalization
At some point, classical uses of the terms specialist and generalist be-

come taxing. When using these terms, clarity demands we specify

the level to which we refer. Consider a phenotypic specialist, which

by definition produces a specialized phenotype in all environments.

The constant phenotype could be due to plasticity counter-gradient

to the normal influence of the environment, making such an organ-

ism a developmental (gene regulatory) generalist. Thus, gene expres-

sion may be plastic to create a constant phenotype. Or a phenotypic

generalist for mean morphology may be plastic for variance (e.g.,

row 2, column 3 in Box 1 of DeWitt and Langerhans 2004). This

brings us back to the concept that fitness of genotypes must be

understood as the product of environment-specific trait distributions

and environment-specific fitness functions. This is something no

model or empirical study has attempted. As illustrated in this paper,

the component aspects of such integrative studies are not prohibi-

tive. Yet it is difficult to measure fitness in multiple environments

with a large enough number of organisms to resolve the fitness func-

tion (Lewontin 1964; DeWitt and Yoshimura 1998), let alone

enough phenotypes from single genotypes to estimate higher mo-

ments. But what are we to do if the goal is to make ecology a pre-

dictive science (Scheiner and Willig 2011)? The answer lies in the

functional approach to adaptation (DeWitt and Scheiner 2004). We

must use our naturalist’s sense of what environments and their com-

pound complexities are important for species we know as keen ob-

servers. We use this sense also to identify key traits, including trait

distributional properties, and their plasticities that help mitigate the

environmental factors. We use our intuition as biometers to plan ex-

periments and surveys to address key concepts. We include environ-

mental fluctuation as a treatment much more often in our studies.

And then we can let the data speak, couched in as complex a concep-

tual framework as needed to capture the biology at hand. If we have

let go of some limiting typologies that create conceptual asphyxia

(e.g., specialist vs. generalist, mean-centered thinking, etc.) then so

be it, because both natural environments and their inhabitants are

complex.
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Synthesis

Adaptation may be more complex than we know. Higher moments of

trait distributions and plasticity of those traits, like any other trait,

could be adaptive in some environmental contexts. Such complex

higher order traits may often be under genetic control, as we saw for

ascospore shape in the present study. Such traits also may often be

under multiple interacting forms of selection, as we saw for gall size

in the present study. Thus, adaptation often may involve the integra-

tion of many simple and complex traits, and by logical extension plas-

ticities in these traits. Plasticity also may allow access to unique areas

of the trait space. We may need to redefine some of our functional

language about specialization and generalization to be specific regard-

ing the moments taken separately, and for development versus pheno-

types per se. Such complexities may prove to be of less importance

than trait means. However, the theoretical and empirical results pre-

sented here suggest, in at least some instances, the complexities could

be of similar importance. Ultimately, the importance of such complex-

ities becomes an empirical question and demands experimental exam-

ination in many systems, especially those for which we have clear

functional expectations (DeWitt and Langerhans 2003; DeWitt and

Scheiner 2004). In many cases, such complex adaptations will resolve

seeming paradoxes and discrepancies between expected and observed

(mean) phenotypes. Simply taking variance into account makes

clearer a diversity of observed behavioral, life-history and morpho-

logical phenotypes that would otherwise appear to be suboptimal

including foraging decisions (Crowley et al. 1990), reproductive habi-

tat choice (Kosciuch and Langerhans 2004), clutch size (Mountford

1968; Yoshimura and Shields 1992; DeWitt 1997), body size

(Yoshimura and Shields 1995), and gall size (DeWitt and Yoshimura

1998). That being noted regarding genotypic trait variances, skewness

in the present paper was both more heritable and under apparently

stronger selection than variance. So the preliminary data on these

topics suggest the profitability of looking further at higher moments

and both intermediate and off-plane phenotypes produced by plasti-

city. This potential profit in understanding also implies it is worth a

premium in study design. Addressing these concepts may require

increasing within-group replication to estimate phenotype distribution

shape. It may require adding treatments with different levels of

within-generation environmental variance (in controlled studies) or

taking more care in measuring environmental variance (in field stud-

ies) to test for additivity of environmental influences on phenotype

production.

Multi-moment thinking and off-plane phenotypes may feel for-

eign or seem too esoteric to consider. But for perspective we can re-

call that normal, mean-centered, and additive thinking took

centuries to develop from the emergence of the bell curve in 1733 by

De Moivre and the central limit theorem in 1778 by Laplace (re-

viewed by Pearson 1924) to the Synthesis in the 1930s to the quanti-

tative tools of multivariate linear models coming out of the Chicago

School in evolutionary biology (Provine 1971; Brodie et al. 1995).

Now bell-curve thinking and summed complexity (additivity) feels

obvious to most biologists. Adding distribution shape to our think-

ing is a small price if we get a more complete picture of phenotypic

adaptation. Testing for additivity or off-plane phenotypes is likewise

not a current part of mainstream culture in evolution and ecology.

But the gains of including the concepts in our “renaissance of the

phenotype” (or “adaptationist paradigm” as preferred) may be

worthwhile. Gains demonstrated in the present paper of considering

trait distributional properties and the potential for plasticity to pro-

duce unique and not merely intermediate phenotypes are sufficiently

large that it seems imperative to study adaptation including these

new domains. Adding these domains may not be revolutionary in

the sense of discarding current dogmas (Kuhn 1962), but add-ons

and integration of conceptual paradigms still produce renaissance.

A useful final analogy is the lesson of physical relativity. Although

the predictive difference between Newtonian and relativistic mech-

anics at the scale of objects in daily life is vanishingly small, there is

tremendous value in merely understanding a more complete model.

In the present paper I suggested ways to increase predictive power

and deepen understanding in phenotypic biology. Further theoretical

but especially empirical work will make salient the conceptual and

predictive gains. It is for the future to vindicate or dismiss these

ideas. But to get to that future, we should do the mental and empir-

ical work now.
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